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Abstract
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most rr�k� points of S can be partitioned into convex sets of sizes � k� We provide
estimates on rr�k� which are best possible if a classic conjecture of Erd�os and Szekeres
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� Introduction

In a general setting	 Ramsey theory states that any su
ciently large combinatorial
structure of a suitable type contains a �regular� substructure of a relatively large
size A combinatorial structure is de�ned by an underlying set �in our case �nite�
and some structure on this set By a combinatorial structure we will often mean just
its underlying set and the size of a combinatorial structure will mean the number of
elements of the underlying set The structure on the underlying set also determines
which substructures �subsets� are regular Regularity has a di�erent meaning in
di�erent types of combinatorial structures
Let S be a class of combinatorial structures A typical ��nite� Ramsey�type

theorem says that for any positive integer k there is an integer r�k� such that any
structure S � S with at least r�k� elements contains a regular substructure with k
elements Ramsey theory studies the numbers r�k� � their existence and their values
� for di�erent classes of combinatorial structures A survey on current directions in
Ramsey theory is given in a nice recent book �NR ���
All classes S of combinatorial structures which we study have two properties�

�i� S satis�es a Ramsey�type theorem �i e	 the numbers r�k� exist�
�ii� The regularity is hereditary	 i e	 if S � S is regular then all subsets of S are
regular
The �rst property is necessary for obtaining nontrivial results in our study The

second property is quite natural and will be used in all considered cases

Problem � Given a positive integer k� �nd the minimum number rr�k� such that
any su�ciently large combinatorial structure �set� belonging to the class S can be
decomposed into regular sets of size � k and a remainder �arbitrary set� of size
� rr�k��

Observe that property �ii� implies rr�k� � r�k�� It is not clear	 however	 how
close the two functions rr�k� and r�k� are to each other Our aim is to derive tight
estimates on rr�k� for various sorts of combinatorial structures It turns out in each
studied case that rr�k� has an equivalent interpretation in terms of �o��diagonal�
Ramsey numbers
From the techniques needed to determine rr�k�� it seems to us that the class of

structures deserving most interest from this respect is the one of planar point sets	
where �regular substructure� means �vertex set of a convex polygon� The entire
Section � is devoted to the solution of this problem We prove that rr�k� is equal to
a certain Ramsey�type number �Theorem ���	 and give a lower bound �Claim ���
which is best possible if a nearly ���years�old conjecture of Erd�os and Szekeres is
valid �Namely	 the conjecture states that every set of �n�	 � � points in the plane
contains the vertex set of a convex n�gon�
In Section � we discuss the Ramsey�remainder for several other types of combina�

torial structures �edge�colored graphs and hypergraphs	 sequences of reals	 sequences
of natural numbers	 and partially ordered sets� We show that in each of them the
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determination of rr�k� is equivalent to �nding some speci�c Ramsey number Those
results are stated in Section � and proved in Section �

� Results

Let there be given a class S of combinatorial structures with its subclass R of
regular structures	 and let k be a positive integer Denote by Rk the class of regular
structures of size � k� The Ramsey�remainder rr�S� k� of a combinatorial structure
S � S is de�ned as the minimum number of elements of a subset S� � S such that
the set S � S� can be partitioned into regular sets belonging to Rk The Ramsey�
remainder rr�k� of S is then de�ned as

rr�k� � lim
n��

maxfrr�S� k� � S � S� jSj � ng�

where jSj denotes the number of elements in S� In this paper we study the existence
and the values of rr�k� for di�erent classes S of combinatorial structures
Now we survey those classes of combinatorial structures which we will study

For each class we recall a Ramsey�type theorem with a bibliographic note	 and
present our theorem giving the value of the Ramsey�remainder Theorems about
the Ramsey�remainders are proven in Section �

A� Two�colored complete graphs

Let S be now the class of all �nite ��colored complete graphs whose edges are
colored red and blue A vertex set V � � V will be called red if it induces a �complete�
subgraph of G all of whose edges are red Analogously we de�ne blue vertex sets
If V � � V is red or blue then we say that it is monochromatic� So each one�point
subset of V is both blue and red	 and each two�point subset of V is monochromatic
A graph G � S is called regular if all its edges are colored by the same color �i e	
its vertex set is monochromatic�
We say that a set is a k�set if it contains k elements Here is a classical Ramsey�

type theorem

Theorem � �Ramsey �R ���� For any two positive integers k and l there is an
integer n�k� l� such that the vertex set of any ��colored complete graph on n�k� l�
vertices contains a red k�set or a blue l�set�

The smallest number n�k� l� satisfying Theorem � will be denoted as usual by
r�k� l�� and we set r�k� � r�k� k��

Theorem � Let S be the class of all �nite ��colored graphs� Then

rr�k� � r�k� k � �� � ��

for any positive integer k�
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Theorem � can be restated as follows Some set of all but at most r�k� k� ��� �
vertices of any su
ciently large ��colored complete graph G can be partitioned into
sets of size � k each inducing a �complete� subgraph of G all of whose edges are
colored by the same color Moreover	 the number r�k� k� ��� � cannot be replaced
by a smaller one

B� Partially ordered sets �posets�

Let S be now the class of all �nite partially ordered sets �posets� A poset from
S is called regular if it is either a chain or an antichain	 i e	 either any two elements
are comparable or any two elements are incomparable

Theorem 	 �Dilworth �D ���� Let k and l be two positive integers� Any poset
with at least �k � ���l � �� � � elements contains a chain of k elements or an
antichain of l elements� This result is best possible� In the Ramsey notation	 r�k� l� �
�k � ���l � �� � � and r�k� � r�k� k� � �k � ��	 � ��

Theorem 
 Let S be the class of all �nite posets� Then

rr�k� � r�k� k � ��� � � �k � ���k � ���

for any positive integer k�

C� Sub�t�colored complete graphs

Let Km � �V�E� denote the complete graph on m vertices and let f � E � N
be an assignment of the edges to positive integers Then f is called a sub�t�coloring
of Km if jf���i�j � t for all i � N� i e	 each color appears at most t times in Km�
We say that a vertex set Y � V induces a rainbow subgraph of Km in the coloring f
if each edge in the induced subgraph KmjY � fe � E � e � Y g has a distinct color
Alon	 Caro	 R�odl	 and the second author proved the following unpublished result

Theorem � Let t be any �xed positive integer� Then for every positive integer k
there is an integer m�k� such that	 for any m � m�k�� the graph Km colored by any
sub�t�coloring contains a rainbow subgraph on k vertices� For the minimum value
r�k� of m�k� the following bounds hold


ctk	� logk � r�k� � c�tk	�

for some positive constants c and c��

Now the rainbow subgraphs are considered to be the regular substructures The
following theorem about the Ramsey�remainder has already been proven by Caro
and the second author
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Theorem � �Caro	 Tuza �CT ���� Let S be the class of all �nite sub�t�colored com�
plete graphs	 where t � � is a �xed integer� Then

rr�k� � ��

for any positive integer k�

D� Sequences of real numbers

Let S be now the class of all �nite sequences of pairwise distinct real numbers

Theorem  �Erd�os	 Szekeres �ES ���� Let k and l be two positive integers� Then
any sequence of at least �k � ���l � �� � � pairwise distinct real numbers contains
an increasing subsequence of length k or a decreasing subsequence of length l� This
result is best possible� In the Ramsey notation	 r�k� l� � �k � ���l � �� � ��

The class of regular structures is now the class of monotone sequences from S�

Theorem � Let S be the class of all �nite sequences of pairwise distinct real num�
bers� Then

rr�k� � r�k� k � �� � � � �k � ���k � ���

for any positive integer k�

E� Increasing sequences of natural numbers

Let S be now the class of all �nite increasing sequences of natural numbers

Theorem �� �Erd�os �E ���� Let k and l be two positive integers� Any increasing
sequence of at least �k����l����� natural numbers contains a subsequence of length
k in which any number is divisible by all predecessors or a subsequence of length l
in which any number is divisible by none of others� This result is best possible� In
the Ramsey notation	 r�k� l� � �k � ���l � �� � ��

The class of regular structures is now the class of all sequences belonging to S
in which either each number is divisible by all predecessors or each number is not
divisible by any other one

Theorem �� Let S be the class of all �nite increasing sequences of natural numbers�
Then

rr�k� � r�k� k � �� � � � �k � ���k � ���

for any positive integer k�
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F� Kt�free graphs

Let t � � be an integer Call a graph Kt�free if it does not contain a com�
plete subgraph on t vertices By regular structures �graphs� we will mean graphs
with no edges The Ramsey�type result is now Theorem � above In the follow�
ing Theorem ��	 the number r�k� t� �� is the classical Ramsey number taken from
Theorem �

Theorem �� Let S be a class of all �nite Kt�free graphs� Then

rr�k� � r�k� t� �� � ��

for any positive integer k�

G� Hypergraphs

Now we generalize Theorems � and � for hypergraphs A u�uniform hypergraph
H � �V�E� is a pair of a �nite set V and an arbitrary set E �

�
V

u

�
of u�element

subsets of V� Elements of V are called vertices	 elements of E are called edges� A u�
uniform hypergraph H � �V�E� is called complete if the set E contains all u�element
subsets of V� A complete u�uniform hypergraph H � �V�E� whose edges are colored
by c colors is called regular �monochromatic� if all its edges are colored by the same
color
Let c and u be two integers greater than �� De�ne a Ramsey�type number rc�u�k�

as the minimum number r � u satisfying the following condition� For an r�element
set Vr� there is no coloring of subsets of Vr of size � u by c colors �� �� � � � � c� � such
that
�i� the empty set has color ��
�ii� no ��element subset has color ��
�iii� for any j � f�� �� � � � � u � �g there exists no set V � Vr of size k � j such

that all subsets of V of size u� u� �� � � � � u� j are colored by the same color
One can show by a standard technique that the number rc�u�k� is always �nite

Here is a Ramsey�type theorem and a theorem about the Ramsey�remainder for
hypergraphs

Theorem �� Let c� u� k be three integers greater than �� Then any su�ciently
large u�uniform complete hypergraph whose edges are colored by c colors contains a
monochromatic induced subhypergraph of size k�

Theorem �	 Let c and u be two integers greater than � and let S be the class of
all �nite u�uniform complete hypergraphs whose edges are colored by c colors� Then

rr�k� � rc�u�k�� ��

for any positive integer k � u�
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H� Planar point sets

The last investigated class of combinatorial structures is the class of planar point
sets	 where the regular sets are the convex sets Since this class has some speci�c
features	 we investigate it separately in Section �

� Planar point sets

Let S be the class of all �nite point sets in general position in the plane �A set of
points in the plane is in general position if no three points lie on a line� A set C � S
is called convex if the points of C are vertices of a convex polygon In this section
we study the Ramsey�remainder of S� where the class of regular sets is the class of
convex sets In ���� the �rst author and Szekeres proved the Ramsey theorem for
S�

Theorem �
 �Erd�os	 Szekeres �ES ���� For any positive integer n there is a positive
integer N�n� such that any set of at least N�n� points in general position in the plane
contains a convex subset of size n�

Denote by r�n� the smallest integer N�n� satisfying the Erd�os�Szekeres theorem
The �rst author and Szekeres �ES ���	 �ES ��� also proved Theorem �� and stated
Conjecture A

Theorem �� �n�	 � � � r�n� �
�
	n��
n�	

�
� ��

Conjecture A � �ES ����� r�n� � �n�	 � ��

Conjecture A is known to be true for n � ��

Now we make some preparation before we present Theorem �� about the value
of the Ramsey�remainder for S� Consider the plane with the Cartesian coordinate
system Let S� be the subclass of S containing the sets of S with no pair of points
with the same x�coordinate We say that points �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn�� x� � x	 � � � � �
xn� form
�i� a convex sequence if	 for any � � i � j � k � n� the point �xj� yj� lies below

the line �xi� yi� �xk� yk��
�ii� a concave sequence if	 for any � � i � j � k � n� the point �xj� yj� lies above

the line �xi� yi� �xk� yk��
A sequence of length n is called a n�sequence�
For three positive integers k� l� l�� de�ne m�k� l� l�� as the maximum size of a set

S � S� with no convex k�set	 with no convex l�sequence	 and with no concave l��
sequence In the proof of the following claim we use a proof technique from �ES
���
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Figure �� The sets S� and S	 �for k � �� l � �� l� � ��

Claim �� If k � l � �� k � l� � �� and k � l � l� � �� then

m�k� l� l�� �
l�	X

i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

Proof� We proceed by induction on � � l � l� � k � �� If � � � then m�k� l� l�� is
the maximum size of a set S � S� with no convex l�sequence and with no concave l��
sequence �since a convex k�set for k � �l�l���� contains a convex l�sequence or a con�
cave l��sequence� The �rst author and Szekeres �ES ��� proved m�k� l� l�� �

�
l�l���
l�	

�
in this case Hence	 m�l� l� � �� l� l�� �

�
l�l���
l�	

�
�
Pl�	

i�l�	

�
k�	
i

�
�
Pl�	

i�k�l�

�
k�	
i

�
�

Now let � � l� l��k�� � � and suppose that the claim holds for every smaller
value of l � l� � k � �� There exist two sets S�� S	 � S� of size m�k� l � �� l�� and
m�k� l� k� l� �� with no convex k�set	 with no convex sequence of length l� � and
l� and with no concave sequence of length l� and k � l� �� respectively
We translate the sets S� and S	 so that �see Fig ��

�i� any point of S	 has a smaller x�coordinate than any point of S��
�ii� S	 lies entirely above any line containing a pair of points of S��
�iii� S� lies entirely below any line containing a pair of points of S	�
Now the set S � S� �S	 contains no convex k�set	 no convex l�sequence	 and no

concave l��sequence The size of S is equal to m�k� l��� l���m�k� l� k� l��� which	
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according to the induction hypothesis	 is at least

l��X
i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

l�	X
i�l�	

�
k � �

i

�
�

l�	X
i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

In the light of Claim �� we formulate the following version of Conjecture A

Conjecture A�� The bound in Claim �� is exact	 ie	

m�k� l� l�� �

l�	X
i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

Let us show that Conjectures A and A� are equivalent If Conjecture A� is true
then in particular m�k� k� k� �

Pk�	
i��

�
k�	
i

�
� �k�	 which implies Conjecture A

Suppose now that Conjecture A� is false Thus m�k� l� l�� �
Pl�	

i�k�l�

�
k�	
i

�
� for

some k� l� l�� k � l � �� k � l� � �� k � l� l�� �� Using the technique of the proof
of Claim ��	 one can derive that

m�k� l��� l�� � m�k� l� l���m�k� l��� k� l��� �
l�	X

i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

l��X
i�l��

�
k � �

i

�
�

l��X
i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

m�k� l� �� l�� � m�k� l � �� l�� �m�k� l� �� k � l� �
lX

i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

� � � � � � �

m�k� k� l�� � m�k� k � �� l�� �m�k� k� �� �
k�	X

i�k�l�

�
k � �

i

�
�

m�k� k� l�� �� � m�k� k� l�� �m�k� k � l� � �� l� � �� �
k�	X

i�k�l���

�
k � �

i

�
�

� � � � � � �
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m�k� k� k� � m�k� k� k � �� �m�k� �� k� �
k�	X
i��

�
k � �

i

�
� �k�	�

Then r�k� � m�k� k� k��� � �k�	�� and Conjecture A is false Thus Conjectures A
and A� are equivalent
Here is a theorem about the Ramsey�remainder

Theorem � For any k � �	 rr�k� � m�k� k � �� k�� In other words	 for any
integer k � � there is an integer n such that any set S � S of at least n points can
be partitioned into convex sets of size � k and a set of size � m�k� k � �� k�� and
this upper bound is best possible�

If Conjecture A �or Conjecture A�� is true then m�k� k � �� k� �
Pk��

i��

�
k�	
i

�
�

�k�	 � k � �� It would mean that the di�erence between the Ramsey number and
the Ramsey�remainder r�k�� rr�k� � k �  �log r�k�� is considerably smaller than
in all the other cases described in Section �
Before the proof of Theorem �� we prove a lemma In the sequel	 by an unbounded

region of the plane we mean a region which doesn!t lie entirely between any pair of
parallel lines

Lemma �� Let S be a �nite set of points in general position in the plane� Let A
be the set of the

�
jSj
	

�
lines containing the pairs of points of S� Let T be a �nite set

of points lying inside a region R of A and out of the convex hull of S� Then there is
a set S� � T � combinatorially equivalent to S � T �S� is mapped onto S and T � onto
T in the equivalence� such that the points of T � lie in an unbounded region of A��
where A� is the arrangement of the

�
jS�j
	

�
�
�
jSj
	

�
lines containing the pairs of points

of S��

Proof� Let S and T be two point sets in the plane P � E� satisfying the assumptions
of the lemma Find three parallel lines p� q� r satisfying the following �ve conditions
�see Fig ���
�i� the lines p� q� r contain no point of S � T�
�ii� r separates S and T�
�iii� all points of T lie between q and r�
�iv� q intersects the interior of the region R�
�v� q lies between p and r�
In the sequel	 we transform the plane in the way that is usually referred to as �to

send the line q to in�nity� Let � be the plane orthogonal to P such that P 	 � � p�
Let C be a point of E� � P whose orthogonal projection to P lies on q� De�ne a
projection � � H�q� r� 
� 	� where H�q� r� is the open halfplane of P with boundary
line q and containing r� as follows For a point A � H�q� r�� the point ��A� is de�ned
as the intersection of the line AC with the plane ��
We show that � projects the set S � T onto a set ��S � T � � S� � T � with

the required properties A point A � H�q� r� lies in the convex hull of points
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T S

rqp

P

R

Figure �� The lines p� q� r in the plane P



��

F

C

region  R

Figure �� The set S � F � C

A�� A	� � � � � An � H�q� r� if and only if the point ��A� � S lies in the convex hull of
the points ��A��� ��A	�� � � � � ��An� � �� Therefore S� � T � is combinatorially equiva�
lent to S � T� The region R	H�q� r� is projected onto a region R� � ��R	H�q� r��
of A� containing T �� The region R� is unbounded	 however	 because the placement
of images of points close to the line q in the projection � is unbounded

Proof of Theorem ��
Lower bound� Let r � m�k� k � �� k�� So there exists a set F � S� of size r that
contains no convex k�set and no convex �k����sequence Consider the arrangement
A of the

�
r

	

�
lines connecting the pairs of points of F� Let R be the region of A

containing the �point� ������� So R is the unbounded region of the arrangement A
that lies in the direction of the y�axis above the set F� For any n � r� we consider a
set S of n points which is a union of the set F and a set C of n� r points which lie
in R and form a convex sequence Moreover	 we assume that the set F lies entirely
below every line containing two points of C �see Fig ��
Now we show that the Ramsey�remainder of S � F � C is at least jF j � r� Let

K be a convex subset of S such that K 	F �� � If K 	C �  then jKj � k since F
contains no convex k�set If K 	C ��  then K 	F and K 	C form a convex and a
concave sequence	 respectively It gives jKj � jK 	 F j� jK 	Cj � �k � �� � � � k�
So no convex subset of S of size � k contains any point of F� Therefore rr�k� �
rr�S� k� � jF j � r�

Upper bound� Denote s � r�k�� Let S � S be a set of at least r�k � �s� � s��
points in the plane So S contains a convex set C of size k � �s� � s�� We take
an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the set S � C into convex k�sets Let
S� � S � C be the set of the remaining points S� contains no convex k�set" thus
jS�j � s� �� Now we take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the set S� �C
into convex k�sets containing at least one point of S�� Let S�� � C � be the set of the
remaining points	 where S�� � S � and C � � C� Observe that jC �j � jCj��k���jS�j �
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k � �s�� s�� �k � ���s� �� � k � s� and note that the set S �S�� can be partitioned
into convex sets of size � k� We will show that jS��j � m�k� k � �� k� which implies
rr�S� k� � m�k� k � �� k��
Consider the arrangement A of the

�
jS��j
	

�
lines containing the pairs of points of

S��� It partitions the plane into
��jS�� j

�
���
	

�
�� � s�

�
regions According to the pigeon�

hole principle	 there is a set C �� of �k points of C � lying in one region R of A� Further
we will consider only the set S�� � C ���
Suppose �rst that the region R lies inside the convex hull conv�S���� Since R is

a region of A� it is contained in some triangle T with vertices in S��� Since jC ��j �
�k � ��k � ��� some vertex of T and some k � � �consecutive� points of C �� form a
convex k�set	 a contradiction with the maximality of the partial partition on S��C�
Thus the region R lies outside conv�S���� and according to Lemma �� we can assume
that the region R is unbounded
Rotate the plane so that S�� � C �� � S� and that the region R contains the

�point� ������� After such a rotation the set S�� contains neither a convex k�set
nor a convex �k� ���sequence �otherwise there would be a convex subset of C ���S��

of size k containing two points of S��� Therefore jS��j � m�k� k � �� k��

� Proofs of Ramsey�remainder theorems

In this section we prove Theorems �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	 and �� Theorem � has already
been proven in �CT ��� �Theorem ���

Proof of Theorem ��
Lower bound� Let r � r�k� k � �� � �� We will show that rr�k� � r� Since

r � r�k� k � ��� there exists a two�coloring of the complete graph Kr � �Vr� Er� on
r vertices such that Vr contains no blue k�subset and no red �k� ���subset We will
extend the coloring of the graph Kr into an arbitrary large complete graph so that
no monochromatic k�set will contain any vertices of Kr�
For any n � r we de�ne a ��coloring of the complete graph Kn � �V�E� on n

vertices as follows Let V � Vr � Vn�r be a partition of the vertex set V into two
sets of size r and n� r� respectively We let Vr to coincide with the vertex set of the
above graph Kr and color the edges of Kn with both vertices in Vr as in Kr� The
edges of Kn with both vertices in Vn�r will be colored blue	 and all edges between
Vr and Vn�r will be colored red �see Fig ��
Now let M be any monochromatic subset of V such that M 	 Vr �� � If M is

blue then M � Vr" if M is red then jM 	 Vrj � k � � and jM 	 Vn�rj � �� In both
cases M contains at most k � � vertices It follows that no �partial� partition of V
into monochromatic sets of size � k can use any vertex of Vr� Therefore

rr�k� � lim
n��

rr�Kn� k� � lim
n��

jVrj � r�

Upper bound� Let Kn � �V�E� be a ��colored complete graph on n vertices	
where n � r��k � ���r�k� � k � �� � ��� We will show that the vertex set V can be
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Figure �� ��colored complete graph with a large Ramsey�remainder

partitioned into monochromatic subsets of size � k and a subset of less than r�k� k�
�� vertices Such a partition immediately gives the upper bound of Theorem �
Since n � r��k � ���r�k� � k � �� � ��	 the set V contains a monochromatic	

say blue	 subset B of size �k � ���r�k� � k � �� � �� Take an arbitrary maximum
partial partition of the set V � B into monochromatic k�subsets Let C � V � B
be the set of remaining vertices So C contains no monochromatic k�subset and
jCj � r�k�� Then take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the set B � C
into monochromatic k�sets	 each containing at least one vertex of C� The set of
remaining vertices will be some set B� � C �� where B� � B and C � � C� Note that
the set V � B� � C � is already partitioned into monochromatic k�sets Obviously	
jB�j � jBj��k���jCj � �k����r�k��k�������k����r�k���� � �k����k������
We will prove that C � contains no red �k � ���subset Suppose on the contrary

that K is a red �k � ���set in C �� The maximality of the partial partition on B �C
implies that each vertex of C � is connected by a blue edge with at most k�� vertices
of B�� So there are at most �k � ���k � �� blue edges between K and B�� The above
inequality jB�j � �k����k����� implies now that some vertex v of B� is connected
with all k � � vertices of K by a red edge Thus K � fvg is a red k�set containing
some points of C� a contradiction
So C � contains no red �k����subset and no blue k�subset Thus jC �j � r�k� k����

Adding the monochromatic �blue� set B� to the above partition of V �B� �C � into
monochromatic k�sets we obtain a required partition of V with the remaining set
C � of size less than r�k� k � ���

Similarities to the above proof of Theorem � allow us to omit some details in the
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Figure �� Poset with a large Ramsey�remainder

following proofs

Proof of Theorem ��
Lower bound� Let r � r�k� k����� � �k����k��� and let Pr be a poset with

r elements containing no chain of k � � elements and no antichain of k elements
Let n � r� Add n � r pairwise incomparable elements to the poset Pr� each of

them greater than any element of Pr �see Fig �� In this way we obtain a poset P
of size n with Ramsey�remainder rr�P� k� � jPrj � r� It implies rr�k� � r�

Upper bound� Let Pn be a poset of size n� where n � r��k����r�k��k�������
We color a complete graph G � �V�E�� where V is the set of elements of Pn� as
follows An edge will be colored red if it connects two elements comparable in Pn�
Otherwise an edge is colored blue Chains now correspond to the red sets	 antichains
correspond to the blue sets We can show in the way as in the proof of Theorem �
that the set V can be partitioned into monochromatic subsets of size � k and a
subset of fewer than r�k� k � �� vertices Such a partition immediately gives the
upper bound of Theorem �

Proof of Theorem ��
Lower bound� Let r � r�k� k � �� � � � �k � ���k � �� and let Sr be a

sequence of r real numbers containing no increasing subsequence of length k�� and
no decreasing subsequence of length k�
For any n � r� concatenate the sequence Sr with a decreasing sequence of n� r

real numbers each of them greater than any element of Sr �see Fig �� In such a
way we obtain a sequence S of length n with Ramsey�remainder rr�S� k� � jSrj � r�
It implies rr�k� � r�

Upper bound� Let Sn be a sequence of n distinct real numbers	 where n �
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Figure �� Sequence of reals with a large Ramsey�remainder �for k � ��

r��k � ���r�k� � k � �� � ��� We color a complete graph G � �V�E�� where V is
the set of elements of Sn� as follows An edge will be colored red if it connects two
elements forming an increasing subsequence of Sn� Otherwise an edge is colored blue
Monotone sequences in Sn now correspond to monochromatic subsets of V� We can
show in the way as in the proof of Theorem � that the set V can be partitioned into
monochromatic subsets of size � k and a subset of fewer than r�k� k � �� vertices
Such a partition immediately gives the upper bound of Theorem �

Proof of Theorem ���
Lower bound� Let r � r�k� k����� � �k����k��� and let Sr be a sequence of

r natural numbers containing no subsequence of length k�� in which every number
is divisible by all predecessors and no subsequence of length k in which no number
is divisible by any other
For any n � r� concatenate the sequence Sr with an increasing sequence of n� r

natural numbers which are divisible by a common multiple of the numbers of Sr but
are not divisible by each other In such a way we obtain a sequence S of length n
with Ramsey�remainder rr�S� k� � jSrj � r� It implies rr�k� � r�

Upper bound� Let Sn be an increasing sequence of n natural numbers	 where
n � r��k � ���r�k� � k � �� � ��� We color the complete graph G � �V�E�� where
V is the set of elements of Sn� as follows An edge will be colored red if it connects
a number with its multiple Otherwise an edge is colored blue Regular sequences
in Sn now correspond to monochromatic subsets of V� We can show in the way as
in the proof of Theorem � that the set V can be partitioned into monochromatic
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subsets of size � k and a subset of fewer than r�k� k � �� vertices Such a partition
immediately gives the upper bound of Theorem ��

Proof of Theorem ���
Lower bound� Let r � r�k� t� ��� � and let the complete graph Kr be colored

by red and blue colors so that there is no red vertex set of size t � � and no blue
vertex set of size k� Let Gr be the graph on the same vertex set as Kr containing
just those edges which are red in Kr� Then Gr is a Kt���free graph on r vertices
containing no independent set of k vertices
Let n � r� Add n� r vertices to the graph Gr and join each of them by an edge

just with the r original vertices of Gr� In such a way we obtain a graph G of size n
with Ramsey�remainder rr�G� k� � jGrj � r� It implies rr�k� � r�

Upper bound� Let Gn � �V�E� be a Kt�free graph on n vertices	 where n �
r��k � ���r�k� t� � t � ���� We will show that the vertex set V can be partitioned
into independent subsets of size � k and a subset of fewer than r�k� t� �� vertices
Such a partition immediately gives the upper bound of Theorem ��
Let K be a complete graph on the same vertex set V as Gn� An edge of K will

be colored red if it is an edge of Gn" otherwise an edge will be colored blue Sets
of vertices of Gn inducing a complete graph now correspond to the red sets	 and
independent sets correspond to the blue sets Since n � r��k � ���r�k� t� � t� ���	
the set V contains a monochromatic subset B of size �k����r�k� t�� t���� Assume
k � � and t � � �otherwise Theorem �� is trivially true� Then jBj � t and B must
be blue Take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the set V � B into blue
k�sets Let C � V � B be the set of remaining vertices So C contains no blue
k�subset and jCj � r�k� t�� Then take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of
the set B � C into monochromatic k�sets	 each containing at least one vertex of C�
The set of remaining vertices will be some set B� � C �� where B� � B and C � � C�
Note that the set V � �B� � C �� is already partitioned into blue k�sets Obviously	
jB�j � jBj��k���jCj � �k����r�k� t��t�����k����r�k� t���� � �k����t��� �
�k � ���t� �� � ��
We will prove that C � contains no red �t � ���subset Suppose on the contrary

that K is a red �t� ���set in C �� The maximality of the partial partition on B � C
implies that each vertex of C � is connected by a blue edge with at most k�� vertices
of B�� So there are at most �t� ���k � �� blue edges between K and B�� The above
inequality jB �j � �k����t����� implies now that some vertex v of B� is connected
with all vertices of K by a red edge Thus	 K � fvg is a red t�set	 a contradiction
So C � contains no red �t����subset and no blue k�subset Thus	 jC �j � r�k� t����

Adding the blue set B� to the above partition of V � �B � �C �� we obtain a required
partial partition of V with the remaining set C � of size less than r�k� t� ���

Proof of Theorem ��� �sketch�
Lower bound� Let r � rc�u�k� � � and let Vr be an r�element set in which

the subsets of size � u are colored by c colors �� �� � � � � c � � so that the properties
�i���iii� described before Theorem �� are satis�ed
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Let n � r� Take an n�element set V � Vr �Vn�r� where jVn�rj � n� r� and color
each u�element subset of V �an edge of the complete u�uniform hypergraph H on
the vertex set V � by the color of the set V 	 Vr in the above coloring It follows
from the properties �i���iii� that every monochromatic �regular� subset of V of size
� k is disjoint from Vr� Thus	 rr�H� k� � jVrj � r and rr�k� � r�

Upper bound� Let Hn � �V�E� be a complete u�uniform hypergraph on n
vertices	 where n is large with respect to k� We will show that the vertex set V
can be partitioned into monochromatic subsets of size � k and a subset of less than
rc�u�k� vertices Such a partition immediately gives the upper bound of Theorem ��
Since n is �large�	 the set V contains a �relatively large� monochromatic subset

B�Without loss of generality	 let the edges with all vertices in B be colored by color
� Take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the set V � B into monochro�
matic k�subsets Let C � V �B be the set of remaining vertices So C contains no
monochromatic k�subset and jCj � r�k�� where r�k� is the Ramsey number corre�
sponding to Theorem �� Then take an arbitrary maximum partial partition of the
set B �C into monochromatic k�sets	 each containing at least one vertex of C� The
set of remaining vertices will be some set B� � C �� where B� � B and C � � C� Note
that the set V � �B� � C �� is already partitioned into monochromatic k�sets The
partial partition of B � C has contained at most jCj � r�k� monochromatic k�sets
Thus B� is still �relatively large� because jB�j � jBj � �k � ��jCj � jBj � k � r�k��
Using standard Ramsey�type techniques one can show that the �relatively large�

set B� contains a subset B�� of size k whose vertices are undistinguishable in relation
to the set C �� It means that the color of an edge e � E such that e � B���C � depends
only on the intersection e 	 C � �ie	 if two edges e� e� � E are subsets of B�� � C �

such that e	C � � e�	C � then e and e� have the same color� Now we can color any
subset S of C � of size � u by the color of the edges e � E� e	C � � S� Such a coloring
satis�es the above properties �i���iii�	 therefore jC �j � rc�u�k�� It gives the required
upper bound because the set V �C � � �V � �B� �C ��� �B� can be partitioned into
monochromatic sets of size � k�

� Concluding remarks

� We studied the numbers rr�k� � limn�� gk�n�� where gk�n� � maxfrr�S� k� �
S � S� jSj � ng� We didn!t investigate from which n the number gk�n� starts to
be identically equal to rr�k�� Our proof gives gk�n� � rr�k� only for enormously
large numbers n� Caro and the second author �CT ��� solved this question for the
class of sub�t�colored complete graphs �see Theorem �� They showed in this case
gk�n� � rr�k� � � for n � n�k�� where n�k� �  �k��� which is best possible

� We didn!t study partitions into substructures of size exactly k either For two
positive integers n and k� denote s�n� k� � n�rr�k��mod k� � f�� �� � � � � k��g� The
following two claims follow from the proofs of Theorems �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	 ��	 and ��
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Claim �� Let S be any class described in subsections A��H� of Section �� Then	
for any su�ciently large n� any structure �set� S � S can be partitioned into regular
substructures �subsets� of size k and a remaining set of size rr�k� � s�n� k��

Claim �� Let S be any class described in subsections A��H� of Section �� Then	
for any su�ciently large n� any structure �set� S � S can be partitioned into regular
substructures �subsets� of size k� s�n� k� regular substructures �subsets� of size k���
and a remaining set of size rr�k��

� The value of the Ramsey�remainder is not known to us for the class S� de�ned
in Section �	 where the regular structures are the point sets forming a convex or a
concave sequence We can only show that in this case rr�k� � r�k� k������r�k�
�� k � �� � � �

�
	k�
k��

�
�
�
	k��
k��

�
� Let us recall from �ES ��� that the corresponding

Ramsey numbers are known	 namely r�k� l� �
�
k�l��
k�	

�
� �� In particular	 r�k� �

r�k� k� �
�
	k��
k�	

�
� ��
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